
  
YouMeWe Amplified Podcast, hosted by Suzanne F. Stevens, CSP, interviews women and non-binary leaders internationally whoYouMeWe Amplified Podcast, hosted by Suzanne F. Stevens, CSP, interviews women and non-binary leaders internationally who
lead a social impact initiative through commerce, education, advocacy, or civil service – in the for-profit or not-for-profit sectors.lead a social impact initiative through commerce, education, advocacy, or civil service – in the for-profit or not-for-profit sectors.

  
For the last eleven years, YouMeWe has amplified social contributors’ voices to over 11,000 subscribers in over 75 countries. AccessFor the last eleven years, YouMeWe has amplified social contributors’ voices to over 11,000 subscribers in over 75 countries. Access
is complimentary to the interviewee and listener. YouMeWe proactively markets the guest's message on their exclusive page, onis complimentary to the interviewee and listener. YouMeWe proactively markets the guest's message on their exclusive page, on

social sites, through emails to subscribers and syndication, among other mediums.social sites, through emails to subscribers and syndication, among other mediums.
  

The catch? None. YouMeWe Social Impact Group believes that addressing social, economic, and environmental issues is aThe catch? None. YouMeWe Social Impact Group believes that addressing social, economic, and environmental issues is a
collaborative effort. Organizations can take the lead by baking social solutions into their DNA. Amplifying voices making a socialcollaborative effort. Organizations can take the lead by baking social solutions into their DNA. Amplifying voices making a social

impact is one of our commitments to social contribution.impact is one of our commitments to social contribution.
  

What makes YouMeWe Amplified unique? We focus on 'how to.' We profile you and your brand while guiding others on shiftingWhat makes YouMeWe Amplified unique? We focus on 'how to.' We profile you and your brand while guiding others on shifting
from where they are today to elevate their impact. In each episode, the audience will receive actionable insights that will includefrom where they are today to elevate their impact. In each episode, the audience will receive actionable insights that will include

what, why, and how to create a social, economic, and environmental impact to empower them, their organization, and theirwhat, why, and how to create a social, economic, and environmental impact to empower them, their organization, and their
community.community.

  
The audience will learn from changemakers like you, who are transforming where we live and work with sustainable socialThe audience will learn from changemakers like you, who are transforming where we live and work with sustainable social

solutions.solutions.
  

I hope you will consider how your social impact, experience, and leadership can assist others to look at their life, organization, andI hope you will consider how your social impact, experience, and leadership can assist others to look at their life, organization, and
social initiatives with consciousness and sustainably.social initiatives with consciousness and sustainably.

  
To submit to be a guest, visit: To submit to be a guest, visit: https://podcast.youmewe.ca/want-to-be-a-guest/https://podcast.youmewe.ca/want-to-be-a-guest/

Amplify Your Voice, Brand & Impact!Amplify Your Voice, Brand & Impact!

https://podcast.youmewe.ca/want-to-be-a-guest/

